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Titanic: Consuming the Myths and Meanings of an Ambiguous Brand

STEPHEN BROWN
PIERRE MCDONAGH
CLIFFORD J. SHULTZ II

Myths have come of age in consumer research. In the 22 years since Levy’s inaugural article, the literature has grown at an impressive rate. Yet important questions remain unanswered: What makes some myths especially meaningful to consumers? Why are certain consumer myths more prevalent and less perishable than others? This article argues that ambiguity is an influential factor. Using the RMS Titanic as an empirical exemplar, it unpacks the principal forms of myth-informed ambiguity surrounding “the unsinkable brand.” Predicated on William Empson’s hitherto unsung principles of literary criticism, the article posits that ambiguity in its multifaceted forms is integral to outstanding branding and consumer meaning making, as well as myth appeal more generally.

Viewed dispassionately, this fixation is hard to fathom. The loss of life on Titanic was minuscule compared to prior disasters and, when set against subsequent catastrophes, the 1912 tragedy barely registers (Eyers 2013). Yet Titanic is still seen as a quintessential calamity, the model against which human misfortunes are measured (Biel 2012). In the annals of mishap, the ship stands shoulder to shoulder with the assassinations of Lincoln and Kennedy (Wade 1986), the Challenger space shuttle explosion (Howells 2012), and Titanic’s terrible twenty-first-century equivalent, September 11, 2001 (Pellegrino 2012). For Molony (2012), RMS Titanic is nothing less than the Rolls-Royce of misadventure, an iconic superbrand of the mortality market.

Branding Titanic in this way may seem distasteful, bordering on obscene, but it is in keeping with the recent turn to “dark tourism” (Lennon and Foley 2000), that is, the commodification of locations and occasions associated with death and destruction (Stone and Sharpley 2008). The selling of the Titanic, however, is not just another instance of humankind’s appetite for the macabre (Goulding, Saren, and Lindridge 2013). It is a prime example of myth making. As many commentators have noted, it is the myth of the unsinkable ship—myths, rather—that has made this ambiguous brand meaningful to millions of consumers (Barczewski 2004; Biel 2012; Cameron 2011; Foster 1997).

This article examines the Titanic brand through a mythological lens, with a view to unpacking its ambiguities. After summarizing the mythic traditions in consumer research, considering the contested meanings of ambiguity, and recounting the oft-told tale of the Titanic, we explain our methodological approach, which is predicated on the prin-
principles of consumer culture theory (CCT) in general and Empson’s ambiguity-led literary criticism in particular. The results reveal a spectrum of Titanic ambiguities, from confusion through contradiction to cumulation, ambiguities that help account for the mythical brand’s consumer appeal, not least in Northern Ireland, where the meanings of the vessel have metamorphosed from shameful mortification to shameless monetization, while crossing a seemingly sacrosanct religious divide.

In terms of its contributions, our article responds to Arnould and Thompson’s (2005, 876) call for historically informed analyses of “the commodity form (broadly defined).” Empirically, it extends CCT’s repertoire to all four composers of brand stories—owners, consumers, influencers, and popular culture (Holt 2003)—thereby adding additional instruments to the myth-ensemble. Methodologically, it returns to the corpus of literary criticism largely neglected since the passing of its prime mover, Barbara B. Stern. Conceptually, it demonstrates that ambiguity is a multifaceted construct, not so much a property as a panorama with specific points of interest. Paradigmatically, our article adheres to the principles of the liberal arts, insofar as it extracts enlightenment from a single, stupendous case study rather than a representative sample of Titanic fanatics. And, rhetorically, it considers the implications of ambiguous branding for consumer research, going forward.

**MYTH MATTER**

In his compact introduction to the principal theories of myth, Segal (2004) identifies 10 academic domains where the subject looms large. These range from religious studies and psychology to anthropology and literary criticism. If Segal were writing his text today, he might be tempted to add consumer research to his list of traditions. As a glance through past issues of *JCR* (and the ACR proceedings) attests, our field is replete with writing and theorizing about myth (Thompson 2004).

When this compendious body of work is examined, it is evident that considerable progress has been made on Levy’s (1981, 51) inaugural question, “What is myth really about?” Rather less clear, though, is “why particular myths resonate” (Holt 2004, 236). How come some myths are more powerful or persuasive than others? Why is it that certain myths—and the iconic brands that embody them—are eagerly embraced by consumers and integrated into their lives, whereas others fail to strike a chord or ring true?

According to Stern (1995), archetypes are the answer. Following Northrop Frye, the founding father of archetypal literary criticism, she argues that four fundamental mythoi—tragedy, comedy, irony, and romance—underpin consumers’ many and varied attempts to make sense of the world and are made manifest on ritualistic occasions such as Thanksgiving. Deep structures in consumer myth-making are likewise discerned by Belk and Tumbat (2003), Hirschman (1988), Holbrook (1988), Koiznets (2008), Levy (1981), Zaltman (2003), and Zhao and Belk (2008), among others, albeit Frye is often foregone in favor of equally profound thinkers like Joseph Campbell, Carl Jung, Roland Barthes, Algirdas Greimas, Claude Lévi-Strauss, or the id-meister himself, Sigmund Freud.

Another popular explanation is palliative. On the basis of Lévi-Strauss’s (1963) contention that the function of myth is to mitigate and ideally resolve the contradictions and paradoxes of human existence, this attributes consumer myth-choices to macro social, economic, demographic, and technological developments (Holt 2002, 2004, 2005; Thompson 2004). As consumer culture shifts and fractures under the strains of creatively destructive late capitalism, people require assuasive identity myths and acquire the brands, or procure the experiences, that best articulate them. These offer succor at times of stress, anxiety, and existential angst (Belk and Costa 1998; Holt and Thompson 2004; Koiznets 2002; Thompson and Tian 2008) and are elevated in turn to iconic standing alongside equivalent idols of popular culture—politicians, sportspeople, musicians, movie stars, and so on (Holt 2004).

Above and beyond the myths-are-salves explanation is the myth-as-salvation interpretation. This is predicated on consumers’ para-religious pursuit of individual and collective identity projects, which are consecrated through myth-imbued brands and devotional consumption practices (Arsel and Thompson 2011; Koiznets and Handelman 2004; Muñiz and Schau 2005; Schouten and McAlexander 1995). Such self-sanctifying consumer actions are not without tribulation (Giesler 2008, 2012; Luedicke, Thompson, and Giesler 2010; Thompson, Rindfleisch, and Arsel 2006). They are mediated, manipulated, and magnified by marketing intermediaries, moreover (McAlexander, Schouten, and Koenig 2002; Peñaloza 2001; Thompson and Tian 2008). But, for many myth missionaries, secular consumer behavior is biblical at bottom (Belk, Wallendorf, and Sherry 1989). Whereas mundane brands offer reasons to buy, transcendent brands such as Apple, Hello Kitty, and Harley-Davidson supply reasons to believe.

Closely associated with these myth-match processes are “geotemporal” considerations (McAlexander et al. 2002, 41). Myths are metamorphic. They transmogrify through time as they shape, and are shaped by, consumer adoption and abandonment (Bamossy 2005; Holt 2005; Scott 2005). Whether it be myths of manliness (Holt and Thompson 2004), freedom (Peñaloza 2001), progress (Koiznets 2008), well-being (Thompson 2004), femininity (Diamond et al. 2009), beautification (Giesler 2012), cosmopolitanism (Thompson and Tymbah 1999), fashion consciousness (Thompson and Haytko 1997), consumer lifestyle (Üstünér and Holt 2010), or drinking milk in Denmark (Kristensen, Boye, and Askegaard 2010), the weight of history impacts consumer action. Geography is significant too, since stellar myths tend to shine in certain settings. Powerful myths are emplaced, even if that place is imaginary (Cayla and Eckhardt 2008), symbolic (Üstünér and Thompson 2012), or virtual (Koiznets 2001). More often than not, they are grounded in locales that are as site specific as the mythological traditions of Ancient Greece or Pharaonic Egypt or Native North America from...
Coyote to Quetzalcoatl. Resonant myths are rarely parochial, though. They express the universal in the local, the general in the particular (Sherry and Schouten 2002).

It follows, for certain consumer researchers, that the most exceptional consumer myths are found in geographically and temporally circumscribed contexts like the Mountain Man rendezvous (Belk and Costa 1998), the Burning Man festival (Kozinets 2002), Denver’s annual stock show (Penaloza 2001) or Harley-Davidson HOG fests (Schouten and McAlester 1995). This may be so, but especially singular myths are also singularizable. That is to say, they can be felicitously adapted to consumers’ individual and collective preferences, aspirations, imaginations. They are blank canvases, near enough, which permit consumers to paint their personalized masterpieces (Holt 2004, 68) or, as Thompson and Haytko (1997, 39) put it, “negotiate a common understanding from countervailing meanings and ideological positions.” Iconic brands, analogously, are not set menus of product benefits or user associations, let alone unique selling propositions (USPs), but appetizing buffets that can be picked and mixed as consumers see fit (Holt 1995, 2002; Scott and Maclaran 2013). If not quite all things to all people, the most meaningful myths offer many things to many people (Penaloza 2001). By allowing consumers to see what they want to see, they enable them to be what they want to be (Diamond et al. 2009).

The malleability of powerful consumer myths is due, we posit, to their imprecision, their amorphousness, their ambiguity. As Ruthven (1976, 1) rightly observes, “Myths . . . are obscure in origin, protean in form and ambiguous in meaning. Seemingly immune to rational explication, they nevertheless stimulate rational enquiry, which accounts for the diversity of conflicting explanations.” Barthes (1973, 129) goes even further, stressing that myth is “not at all an abstract, purified essence; it is a formless, unstable, nebulous condensation . . . an unlimited mass of signifiers.” Although the equivocal character of consumer myths has been noted by numerous researchers (e.g., Bamossy 2005; Belk and Costa 1998; Cayla and Eckhardt 2008; Holt 2002; Penaloza 2001; Thompson and Tambahy 1999; Thompson and Tian 2008), the nature of myths’ “constituent ambiguity” (Barthes 1973, 134) remains unclear. Like iconicity (Holt 2004), technology (Kozinets 2008), and morality (Luedicke et al. 2010) before it, ambiguity is ripe for unpacking. Unlike iconicity, technology, and morality, however, this “untheorized background factor” (Luedicke et al. 2010, 1017) is viewed with misgiving in conventional marketing and consumer research.

AMBIGUITY UNPACKED

Defined by the Oxford English Dictionary (OED) as “a state of doubtful meaning; uncertain, equivocal, obscure,” ambiguity is generally regarded as something to be eradicated rather than embraced. In the brand management literature, for example, clarity, consistency, and coherence have long been highly prized, ambiguity less so. From Rosser Reeves’s (1961) USP, which states that successful branding involves a single, clearly expressed claim or concept that is striking and easy to remember, through Ries and Trout’s (2001, 8) positioning paradigm, which advises brand managers to “jettison the ambiguities, simplify the message, then simplify it some more,” to Kevin Lane Keller’s (1999) contention that lucidity is essential when building strong, favorable, and unique consumer associations, ambiguity is considered inimical to brand longevity (Aaker and Joachimsthaler 2009; Pearson 2011).

In the advertising literature, likewise, studies show that ambiguity is commonplace (Goldman and Papson 1996; Ha and Hoch 1989)—Peracchio and Meyers-Levy (1994) report that 44% of ads include ambiguities—but largely because its elimination is rewarding for consumers (McQuarrie and Mick 1992, 1996; Meyers-Levy and Malaviya 1999). That is to say, the pleasure of getting the pun or play on words, or simply resolving the puzzle, enhances processing, elaboration, arousal, and affect generally. True, some consumers are more tolerant of ambiguity than others (Kahn and Sarin 1988). However, experimental studies of lotteries (Kahn and Meyer 1991), loyalty programs (Bagchi and Li 2011), skin lotions (Muthukrishnan 1995), and several other product categories from restaurants to automobiles (Lee and Suk 2010), indicate that, when it comes to ambiguity, less is more for consumers and managers alike. “Hated alternatives,” one study crisply comments, “have greater attribute ambiguity than loved alternatives” (Gershoff, Mukherjee, and Mukhopadhyay 2007, 499).

Ambiguity’s qualm-inducing capacity is partly attributable to its association with polysemy, a knotty semantic issue that thinkers have attempted to untie since Aristotle (Dimoffe and Yalch 2007; Ravin and Leacock 2000). Although the terms polysemy and ambiguity are often used synonymously (Hoch and Deighton 1989; Kleine and Kernan 1991)—and occasionally in combination (McQuarrie and Mick 1992; Ritson and Elliott 1999)—they are not the same. Polysemy refers to words (texts, images, etc.) with more than one meaning, whereas ambiguity obtains when the meaning (or meanings) is unclear. The word “coke,” for example, is polysemous, insofar as it can refer to a carbonated beverage, the recreational narcotic, a distillate of coal, or the core of an apple. Ditto the word “it,” which is accorded eight separate meanings in the OED, not including the familiar abbreviation of Italy and acronym for information technology. The expression “Coke Is It,” on the other hand, is ambiguous, because the pronoun’s referent is unclear. As Bryan Dyson observed about his company’s brilliantly enigmatic slogan-cum-jingle, “the lyrics intentionally didn’t say exactly what ‘it’ was . . . we should not be too precise, too descriptive or too literal” (Pendergrast 1993, 336). The same is true of equally Delphic taglines like “Just Do It,” “I’m Lovin’ It,” and “Because You’re Worth It” (Puntoni, Schroeder, and Ritson 2010).

Another “ambiguity-crushing” factor (Kozinets and Handelman 2004, 699) is the scientific mind-set of marketing and consumer research (Hunt 2002). According to I. A. Richards (1929), the founding father of literary theory (Ea-
gleton 1983), there is an elemental distinction between scientific language and literary language. Science aspires to linguistic clarity, precision, specificity, accuracy, and exactitude; literature sets great store by richness, variety, allusion, equivocation, and plurality. Scientists minimize meaning, poets maximize and, since consumer research leans toward the former, the latter is held in lower esteem. Ambiguity, nevertheless, is central to the literary worldview. It is the pith and pelf of poetry’s power (Sherry and Schouten 2002). For those of an artistic disposition, it is something to be admired, applauded, and, not least, analyzed by appropriate literary methods. Or as Graff (1995, 164) puts it, “In the criticism of the mid-twentieth century, this tendency to define literature as the opposite of science led to the theory that ‘ambiguity’ of meaning is a distinguishing feature of good literature. . . . Whereas ambiguity may be a fatal defect in a laboratory report or an accounting ledger, it is a necessary and valuable attribute in a literary work.”

The school of thought that Graff is referring to is the New Criticism. Led by John Crowe Ransom and Robert Penn Warren, New Critics rejected biographical, psychological, and historical explanations of literary meaning for detailed line-by-line explications of individual poems, a process known as “close reading” (Davis 2008; Stern 1989). They focused on the words on the page, excavating layers of meaning, identifying the incongruities, noting the contradictions, and teasing out the ambiguities that were the starting point for subsequent, even more radical, schools of literary criticism like reader-response and poststructuralism (Lentricchia 1980).

Of all the alleged New Critics, the one most closely associated with ambiguity is William Empson. His landmark work, Seven Types of Ambiguity (Empson 1930), was once widely regarded as a masterpiece of explication, the literary equivalent of splitting the atom (Haffenden 2005). Despite its title, however, Seven Types of Ambiguity is far from systematic. Empson’s seven types are not clear-cut, let alone individually identified. His virtuoso demonstration of close reading, nevertheless, reveals that ambiguity is ubiquitous; it underpins puns, metaphors, allegories, and more. He also shows that there is a spectrum of ambiguity, which ranges from simple confusion or vagueness, through clever contradiction or paradox, to complex accumulation or accretion, where multiple layers of divergent meaning are discernible. Beneath its ambivalences and imponderables, in other words, Empson’s book contains a nascent typology, an incipient classification that can be used to unravel the rainbow of ambiguity and thereby identify its colorful components (Dawkins 1998).

For all its literary idiosyncrasies, Empson’s tripartite typology is applicable to myth-imbedded brands. Myths, as previously noted, are inherently ambiguous (Barthes 1973, 171), as are iconic brands that resonate with consumers (Cayla and Eckhardt 2008; Diamond et al. 2009; Holt 2004, 2005). If anything, branding has become increasingly ambiguous through time (Bengtsson and Ostberg 2006; Heding, Knutzen, and Bjerre 2009). Originally focused on fast-moving consumer goods (FMCGs) and similar staples (Sivulka 2011), branding’s domain has become ever more diffuse (Bastos and Levy 2012). The term is nowadays applied to hospitals, universities, art galleries, police forces, political parties, utility suppliers, religious denominations, rock bands, sports teams, movie stars, and, according to Muñiz and Schau (2005), almost everything in contemporary consumer society—dirt, diseases, and disasters included (Ebeling 2010; Fanning 1999). Its mounting semantic entropy is also attributable to the rising tide of cocreative brand communities (Fournier and Avery 2011), proprietorial consumer tribes (Cova, Kozinets, and Shankar 2007), postmodern advertising agencies (Kates and Goh 2003), story-spinning management consultants (Salmon 2010), and academicians’ cacophonous contributions to the branding conversation (Thompson, Arnould, and Giesler 2013). The upshot is that the domain, the discourse, the documentation of branding has become much more indefinite, more nebulous, more ambiguous than before. It is ripe for close reading (Stern 2006). It is fodder for literary criticism (Twitchell 2004), and—as this article shall show—Empson’s titanic typology can be adapted accordingly.

Indeed, at a time when branding is akin to an enormous luxury liner steaming ever-faster into an ocean of equivocality, Empson’s encompassing conceptualization provides an appropriate and necessary steering mechanism. It is a mechanism that (a) helps explain why certain consumer myths resonate, (b) helps unpack the appeal of particularly iconic brands, (c) helps deconstruct the dominant discourse of ambiguity in our discipline, and (d) helps raise a flag for literary criticism at the stern of consumer research. This article plots a course from philosopher John Gray’s (2013, 130) assertion that “any system of ideas that aims to be clear and self-consistent breaks down in ambiguities and contradictions,” to literary critic Karen Armstrong’s (2005, 3) contention that “myth is nearly always rooted in the experience of death and the fear of extinction.” Although several crowded routes through consumer mythopoeia exist—archetypal, remedial, spiritual, geotemporal—we take the less busy sea-lane of ambiguity.

**TITANIC TALES**

The keel of Titanic was laid on March 22, 1909 (Ward 2012). Twenty-two months later, the iconic White Star liner was launched from Slipway 3 at Harland & Wolff shipyard in Belfast, Ireland (Eaton and Haas 2011). At the time, Titanic was the largest moving object on earth and one of the most technologically advanced (Johnston 2008). It was also the last word in luxury, a floating grand hotel, whose second- and third-class accommodation was on a par with first and second class elsewhere. If not quite the “ship of dreams” mentioned in James Cameron’s blockbuster film, RMS Titanic was a mechanical work of maritime art (Davenport-Hines 2012).

After 10 months’ fitting out in Belfast, Titanic sailed for Southampton on April 2, 1912 (Wilkinson and Hamilton
2011). Although its maiden voyage had been delayed by a coal strike and an accident to its sister ship, Olympic, whose repairs held up work at Harland & Wolff, Titanic finally cast off at noon on April 10. The luxury liner picked up 274 passengers in Cherbourg, France, and, after collecting 120 more in Queenstown (Cobh) on the southern tip of Ireland, it steamed off to New York on April 11. On Sunday 14th, Titanic’s wireless operators received numerous ice warnings from nearby ships, including the Californian, which stopped for the night rather than sail into an ice field. Some but not all of these warnings were passed on to Captain Smith, since the operators were employed by the Marconi Company, not White Star, and spent most of their time sending frivolous messages from first-class passengers to their acquaintances on shore (Matthews 2011).

Titanic steamed ahead, equally frivolously, confident it could cope with the inclement conditions. . . . As everyone knows, Titanic couldn’t. Hampered by an uncharacteristically flat calm—which made icebergs harder to see at night, because breaking waves at the base would indicate position and magnitude—the lookouts failed to spot a large iceberg looming right ahead. Despite desperate attempts to take evasive action, the ship received a glancing blow from the berg. It was 11:40 p.m. Less than 3 hours later, Titanic sank beneath the freezing waters of the North Atlantic. There were insufficient lifeboats to accommodate 2,026 passengers and crew, and many boats were launched less than full. Approximately 1,500 people died that night, mainly from hypothermia, though there were dramatic differences in the survival rates of the shipboard classes (Maltin and Aston 2010). All 705 survivors were picked up by the Carpathia, which had steamed to the rescue at dangerously high speed. They were taken to New York City, where an official inquiry was immediately launched into the unthinkable sinking of the unsinkable ship (Wade 1986).

Even by then, though, many of the myths and legends surrounding the leviathan had hardened into the narrative that’s been recycled ever since (Biel 2012; Heyer 2012; Howells 2012). Whether it be the fable of Captain Smith urging panicking passengers to “Be British!” before going down with his ship, or the scurrilous story of Bruce Ismay, the chairman of White Star Line, who escaped on a lifeboat while dressed as a woman, the lore of the Titanic is inexhaustible (Wade 1986). Within weeks of the sinking, movies, songs, poems, and books about the calamity were in circulation, and macabre memorabilia were on sale, most notably a black teddy bear by Steiff. The shock waves reverberated for decades in cities like Southampton, where most of the crew resided, Belfast, where the allegedly unsinkable ship was built, and New York, which lost numerous eminent citizens, including Astor, Straus, and Guggenheim (Barczewski 2004). All erected Titanic memorials in due course, as did many other places, including Liverpool, Halifax, Queenstown, and Washington, DC. All were determined never to forget that fateful night (Hammond 2004).

Inevitably, the Titanic soon was forgotten, as the twentieth century rolled on and its catastrophes accumulated (Foster 1997). The unsinkable brand, nevertheless, resurfaced during the 1950s, thanks to a bestselling book by an advertising copywriter for JWT, Walter Lord (1955). Lord’s breathless retelling of the steamship’s story was made into an enormously successful British movie, A Night to Remember. The Titanic picked up further steam when Robert Ballard discovered the wreck in September 1985; Ballard’s dramatic underwater photographs triggered a spate of touching remembrance, tasteless scavenging, and lucrative tour exhibitions by the salvors-in-possession (Ballard 1995). The momentum increased a decade later when James Cameron’s prodigiously expensive movie of the tragedy—widely expected to sink without a trace on release—not only triumphed at the box office, with worldwide receipts of $1.8 billion, but bagged a record haul of 11 Oscars, including Best Picture (Lubin 1999; Studlar and Sandler 1999).

Top speed, however, was reserved for the centennial celebrations of 2012. And nowhere was the frantic fanaticism for all things Titanic, noted earlier, more apparent than in Belfast, Northern Ireland. A striking, six-story, steel-clad, star-shaped, staggeringly expensive commemorative center has been constructed beside the original slipway, graving dock, and drawing office of the “most famous ship built since Noah’s Ark” (Cameron 2011, 11). The centerpiece of a riverside regeneration project, Titanic Belfast showcases the immemorial vessel, with artifacts, replicas, interactive displays, and innovative dark ride technology. Constructed to the same dimensions as the original liner, the city’s Signature Building may or may not be the biggest brand museum on earth but, according to its general manager, Titanic stands proud as one of the world’s five foremost brands (Kinkade 2011).

**METHODOLOGICAL PREMISES AND PRACTICE**

Although Apple, Google, Coca-Cola, and other companies would doubtless disagree with the center manager’s bold claim, Titanic’s iconic status is incontestable, as is its perennial consumer appeal (Heyer 2012). Yet the reasons for this fascination remain moot, despite a century of debate and discussion. In his introduction to Robert Ballard’s bestselling account of the discovery of the wreck, for example, Walter Lord (1995) tries to explain Titanic’s incredible hold on the world’s imagination. Its abiding mystique, he ventures, is attributable to the elements of Greek tragedy, epic, myth, and legend that are integral to the steamship’s story: the sheer scale of the disaster, the hubristic proclamation of its unsinkability, the nemesis of Mother Nature’s iceberg, the warnings that went unheeded, the in-built morality tale about pride coming before a fall, the symbolism of a monster ship that mirrored the social stratification of the vainglorious Gilded Age, and the very name of the majestic vessel, a prodigious instance of myth writ large (Lord 1986).

What Lord doesn’t mention is Titanic’s status as an open, “writerly” text, which is amenable to all sorts of idiosyncratic, individualized readings (Barthes 1990). The steam-
ship, many commentators make clear (Heyer 2012; Howells 2012; Studlar and Sandler 1999; Wade 1986; Ward 2012), has something for everyone, whether they’re mystics, moralists, metallurgists, memorabilia collectors, maritime enthusiasts, manipulators of political, social, and cultural agendas for ideological/commercial purposes, or—in our own case—myth-minded analysts of textual ambiguity.

Accordingly, this empirical investigation of Brand Titanic is predicated on the close-reading principles of literary criticism and the premises of CCT more generally. The former were pioneered by Barbara B. Stern, who began as a New Critic and subsequently applied several schools of “lit-crit” to consumer concerns (Stern 1989, 2006). In so doing, she did much to establish literary criticism as a legitimate approach to qualitative consumer research. According to Ar-

What Titanic is perfectly suited to the CCT treatment. Researching iconic brands from a literary/cultural perspective is an ecletic undertaking, however (Cross and Gilly 2012; Schroeder and Salzer-Mörling 2006). It involves archival endeavor and empirical investigation (Holt 2004). It necessitates the examination of participants’ narratives—which are authored by several interested parties, principally brand owners, brand consumers, brand influencers, and the creators of cultural representations (Holt 2003)—while remaining sensitive to the wider social, economic, and technological developments that shape the stories stakeholders tell (Holt and Thompson 2004). It is a qualitative methodology that does not aspire to generalizability (except in the liberal arts sense, whereby wider resonance or meaning can be found in an individual work) but strives to use brand-specific data to illuminate broader aspects of consumer culture.

Brand Titanic can be plumbed with profit from this CCT perspective. In order to do so, the authors combined empirical data gathering and archival research in the RMS Titanic repository. Representatives of all four authors of the brand story were contacted and questioned over a 5-year period. A mixture of qualitative methods was employed, in keeping with established cultural research conventions (Hak-

The four principal brand authors, most data were gathered from consumers (mainly Irish but also French, German, Spanish, and American). The brand owners were also intreviewed, and, while Harland & Wolff no longer builds ships from scratch, it continues to sell Titanic memorabilia and takes a propiortorial interest in the wreck (Pellegrino 2012). A selection of key influencers—specifically, spokes-

persons for tourism, property development, public relations, movie making, historical preservation, and the marketing of Belfast’s Signature Building—was questioned about their involvement with the brand. Popular cultural representations of the unsinkable ship (in movies, novels, photographs, oral histories, newspaper articles, television documentaries) were collated and content analyzed, as were extant anthologies of Titanic’s cultural impact (Biel 2012; Foster 1997; Howells 2012). Archival research at the Public Records Office, Belfast, which holds a large Titanic collection, was supplemented with digital data gathering exercises. These ranged from website monitoring and e-interviews to a “passive” netnography (Kozinets 2010) of comments posted on Titanic-related media stories.

In practice, our research program evolved through four overlapping phases. It commenced with 3-years’ intermittent work in the Titanic archive, coupled with background reading, exhibition attendance, and family history excavation. (The lead author’s great-grandfather helped build RMS Titanic, both his father and grandfather worked for Harland & Wolff, and a great-aunt owns several authentic items of Titanic.) The second phase comprised content analysis of relevant cultural representations—movies, novels, cartoons, computer games, and so on—plus the passive netnography, which continued throughout the study. The third phase involved empirical data gathering, specifically introspective essays from groups of undergraduate and postgraduate students, who comprised an eclectic mix of ages, genders, ethnic affiliations, and feelings for Titanic, both pro and anti. The final phase, which coincided with the centennial commemorations, consisted of depth interviews and focus groups with a broad spectrum of stakeholders, noted above, coupled with site visits to Titanic Belfast, at both peak and off-peak times.

All told, our data set consisted of approximately 1,200 A4 pages of written text, along with associated photographs, videos, artworks, and ephemera. These were analyzed with the aid of Empson’s ambiguity-oriented approach to literary criticism. It is necessary to note, though, that unlike ethnographic or grounded theory techniques of qualitative inquiry, which presuppose that meaningful constructs eventually emerge from researcher engagement with the raw data, literary procedures are impositionl, inasmuch as texts are investigated with intent (Eagleton 1983). That is, they are apprehended from a preordained critical position, be it Marxist, feminist, psychoanalytical, postcolonial, reader-response, Empsonian, or whatever. This does not mean that literary methods are rigid or doctrinaire, since a flexible, iterative, back-and-forth interpretive process prevails in practice. However, they do approach the data from a top-down perspective rather than a bottom-up manner. They are the liberal arts equivalent of deductive reasoning and although inductive approaches predominate in CCT, deduction is not unknown (Giesler 2008, 2012; McQuarrie and Mick 1996; Mick and Buhl 1992; Stern 1995; Thompson 2004).

It is also important to stress that, compendious as it is, our data set is far from comprehensive. Given the staggering
amount of secondary material that is available, not least on websites like *Encyclopedia-Titanica* and *Titanic-Titanic*, it comprises the merest tip of the iceberg. We have nevertheless endeavored to combine the in-depth-interviewing and deep-immersion-across-multiple-sites models of data gathering. We have incorporated a historical dimension, in accordance with Arnould and Thompson’s (2005) recommended research agenda. We have delved into the digital domain of netographers, albeit for supplementary rather than primary research purposes. We have sought, what’s more, to cover all four brand author bases identified by Holt (2003), most notably the tainted brand behind the *Titanic* brand, Harland & Wolff, which has been at the center of the ship-shaped cultural complex for a century and counting.

**AMBIGUOUS FINDINGS**

McCracken (2005, 2012) maintains that brands are complex things whose multitudinous meanings are often unclear or unfathomable (Cayla and Eckhardt 2008; Giesler 2008; Holt 2002, 2004; Stern 2006; Thompson and Arsel 2004). The depth of this unfathomability can be better understood, if not completely plumbed, by William Empson’s (1930) typology of ambiguity. The seven types, as we have noted, are not autonomous, but it is nevertheless possible to identify a spectrum of *Titanic* ambiguities, from confusion though contradiction to culmination.

**Confusion**

Whatever else is said about RMS *Titanic*, its unique selling point is incontestable: the unsinkable ship that sank. This misconception, nevertheless, belies the confusion, the vagueness, the nebulousness that surrounds the epic vessel. Howells (2012) contends that almost every aspect of the sinking, apart from the timing of the iceberg strike (11:40 p.m.) and the stern section’s final plunge (2:20 a.m.), is muddled at best and misleading at worst. Despite three official enquiries, there is no consensus on the causes of the accident—excess speed, bad workmanship, flawed design, corporate complacency, unusual weather conditions, failure to heed ice warnings, refusal to fit sufficient lifeboats, absence of binoculars in the crow’s nest, sheer bad luck and so on—which has led to endless debates about the details of the disaster (*Titanic*-Titanic 2000). Did the band play “Nearer, My God, to Thee” at the end and if so which version? Were steerage passengers locked below decks or denied access to the lifeboats? Did the *Californian* ignore *Titanic*’s distress flares or was there a “mystery ship” in between them? Were panicking passengers locked below decks or denied access to the lifeboats? Did the *Californian* ignore *Titanic*’s distress flares or was there a “mystery ship” in between them? Were panicking passengers locked below decks or denied access to the lifeboats? Did *Titanic*’s distress flares go off or was there a “mystery ship”? Did the *Californian* ignore *Titanic*’s distress flares or did the *Titanic* crew give up the distressed ship before being scrapped? They were the same basic design after all. (Diddleypete, netography)

Nor should we forget the myths that cling to the iconic brand like limpets (Heyer 2012; Howells 2012; *TitanicBerg* 2007). According to *The-Titanic.com* (2011), these include: the myth of proclaimed unsinkability (no such boat was made by its builders), the myth of the speed record attempt (*Titanic* wasn’t designed to capture the Blue Riband), the myth of women and children first (on the starboard side, yes, on the port side different disembarkation policies dismally prevailed), the myth of stiff-upper-lipped stoicism as the ship slipped under (disbelief, followed by denial, followed by shambolic disorganization, followed by mass panic was closer to the mark), the myth that *Titanic* broadcast the first S-O-S signal (the Marconi operators commenced with old distress call, C-Q-D, then switched to its nascent replacement, S-O-S, though they weren’t the first to send that signal), the myth of an unquenchable inferno...
which raged below decks throughout the voyage (perfectly true, but it smoldered rather than raged and fires-in-the-hold weren’t unusual back then), and the myth that Robert Ballard’s expedition to the wreck was a front for covert CIA activity at the height of the Cold War (it was actually a US Navy-funded investigation into the 1960s’ sinking of two nuclear submarines).

So abundant are the confused and confusing fallacies surrounding Titanic that an entire genre of tie-in texts, dedicated to debunking the misconceptions, now exists (Maltin and Aston 2010; White 2011). Likewise, most exhibitions attended as part of our empirical research program include interactive displays concerning the myths and mistaken impressions that continue to circulate, despite decades of detailed investigation:

Finally, we get to the ninth gallery, which is devoted to the aftermath of the sinking and its impact on popular culture. There’s a computerized quiz about the myths and legends. It’s proving very popular, with a long line of rubbernecking people eager to pit their wits against the machine and, presumably, separate fact from fiction. I patiently wait, quietly confident that I know all there is to know about Titanic. I wonder if there is a prize for those who get every question right. I play. I get two wrong. I thank heaven a klaxon didn’t go off when I erred so embarrassingly. I sink out of the gallery muttering imprecations about Bruce Ismay. How am I supposed to know what he did with the rest of his life? Who cares that his frickin’ racehorse won the Derby? (Researcher field notes)

When asked about the misunderstandings, moreover, the marketing manager of Harland & Wolff rolled his eyes and shook his head. He’d been approached by many misinformed reporters and television producers with spurious the-

\[
\text{Informant: } \text{I'm sure you know the myth of the insurance swindle. Well, we have concrete proof that Titanic and Olympic weren't swapped surreptitiously as part of an elaborate insurance scam:}
\]

\[
\text{Interviewer: } 400 \text{ being Olympic and 401 Titanic.}
\]

\[
\text{Informant: } \text{Exactly. There was no secret switchover, no insurance plot hatched by White Star. The nonsense that some people talk about Titanic. You wouldn't believe what I hear in here. It got so bad that we produced an education pack. It explains the facts and tells the true story of Titanic.}
\]

\[
\text{Interviewer: } \text{So, you've cured the problem?}
\]

\[
\text{Informant: } \text{No. No. The problem can't be cured. People believe what they want to believe. The pack doesn't make much difference. There's no telling them. (Sales and marketing manager, interview)}
\]

Speculating on the basis of incomplete knowledge or half-digested information is de rigueur in Titanic circles (Pellegino 1990, 2012). Everyone, near enough, is happy to hazard a hypothesis, posit a supposition, indulge in conjecture, or make an educated guess about the great ship’s sinking and the imponderables that wallow in its wake. “What if” are probably the two most overused words in Titanic discourse (Foster 1997): What if they’d rammed the iceberg head-on instead of exposing the liner’s vulnerable flank? What if the final ice warnings had been delivered to the bridge rather than placed under a paperweight in the radio room? What if the engines hadn’t been thrown into reverse, which rendered the rudder less effective than it could have been? What if the radio operator on Californian had picked up the initial distress signal instead of going to bed 10 minutes beforehand? What if the iceberg had damaged four watertight compartments, which was survivable, instead of five, which condemned Titanic to its doom? What if Robert Ballard had been beaten to the wreck by a less articulate, charismatic, media-friendly oceanographer, as he almost was? What if James Cameron had cast Gwyneth Paltrow and Matthew McConaughey as Rose and Jack, respectively, as he almost did? What if Leonardo DiCaprio, a self-consciously serious actor, had rejected the teen-idol role, as he almost did? What, indeed, if the Titanic hadn’t foundered? Would anyone even remember its name, never mind attend the exhibitions, acquire the collectibles, or make advance bookings on Titanic II, an exact replica currently under construction in China and expected to weigh anchor come 2016 (Sheridan 2013)?

Contradiction

If confusion or vagueness comprises one pole of the ambiguity spectrum, contradiction or paradox represents the other. In literary circles, paradox is regarded as a particularly powerful figure of speech, because it consists of two opposing sentiments in a single statement. For New Critics like Cleanth Brooks (1968, 1), “the language of poetry is the language of paradox.” Nowadays, of course, many tend to treat paradox in more prosaic terms, as clever wordplay of the “toxic assets,” “friendly fire,” “negative growth,” “love to hate” variety (Johnson 2011). As noted earlier, however, contradiction lies at the core of consumer myth-making and outstanding branding (Arsel and Thompson 2011; Holt and Thompson 2004; Kozinets 2008; Mick and Fournier 1998; Peñaloza 2001; Thompson 2004; Thompson and Arsel 2004). It is an iconic brand’s ability to resolve the contradictions of consumer culture that raises it above run-of-the-mill competitors (Holt and Cameron 2010).

Contradiction is integral to Titanic culture. The sinking of the unsinkable is itself a contradictory notion, as are watertight compartments that aren’t, as is the Titanic’s original status as a nondescript ship. Up until its sinking, Titanic was regarded as unremarkable compared to its big sister and
alpha predecessor, Olympic, which was launched the year before to enormous worldwide publicity (Johnston 2008). The backup vessel, by contrast, put to sea with comparatively little fanfare or awestruck media attention. In truth, Titanic’s high-speed transatlantic dash was designed to generate the press attention that had been largely absent up to that point (Ward 2012). At the time, Titanic was just another enormous White Star steamship, the second of three “Olympic class” carriers:

You know, Titanic was not that significant. Even in its day. Titanic was the second of its class, the Olympic class. It was not that big a deal. The Olympic was the important one, a step change. Olympic was the greatest ship of its day, not Titanic. When Olympic was launched, it was painted white so that it would look good in photographs and publicity. The Titanic wasn’t. All that stuff you read that Titanic was a wonder of the world. It wasn’t. Well, it was. But not really. Not back then. (Sales manager, interview)

Titanic may not have been a big deal at the time (albeit photographs and newspaper reports in the archive indicate its launch was far from insignificant) but it is undeniable that many benefits flowed from the greatest new product failure in history, paradoxical though this appears (Biel 2012). Apart from the seafaring benefactions that the sinking precipitated—changes to lifeboat regulations, permanent North Atlantic ice patrol, round-the-clock wireless communications, international agreement on distress signals—it’s clear that many individuals and institutions gained by association with the steamship (Heyer 1995, 2012). The Marconi wireless system benefitted enormously from its starring role in the sinking, as did David Sarnoff, the radio operator who parlayed his bit part into a stellar career at RCA. The New York Times, a third-rate rag at the time, established its reputation as the newspaper of record thanks to its accurate reporting of the unfolding tragedy. J. J. Astor, the richest man on board and a pariah in American polite society, was redeemed by his self-sacrificing behavior as the leviathan went down. Harvard University got a badly needed new library, thanks to the generosity of an on-board benefactor whose husband and son didn’t survive. The “unsinkable” Molly Brown didn’t do too badly either, nor did Captain Rostron of the rescue ship Carpathia, who was lionized for the rest of his life, nor did the surviving babes-in-arms on board, such as Eva Hart, who were feted in their declining years at Titanic conventions and commemorations. All reaped untoward rewards from the nightmare, what Žižek (2009), discussing Cameron’s Titanic, terms the “ambiguity of obscenity,” that is, human catastrophe as a blessing in disguise.

James Cameron, lest we forget, also won the ship-shape sweepstake, as did Kate Winslet, Leonardo DiCaprio, and Celine Dion (Lubin 1999). The same is true of salvage teams, auction houses, maritime museums, memorabilia merchants, and itinerant exhibition impresarios, like Premier Exhibitions, Inc., who boast that 25 million paying customers have visited their blockbuster shows in Orlando, Atlanta, Las Vegas, and elsewhere. Such success, however, has not been without a countervailing consumer backlash:

When people are asked what they think or know about the Titanic, they seem to be able to recount the events which took place in the film, and Celine Dion’s name would be mentioned on numerous occasions, due to the smash hit “My Heart Will Go On.” This should not be how the younger generation remember or are taught history. Hollywood has taken advantage of the tragedy and has manipulated people into thinking this is the way in which the line of events happened. They are just out to make more money for themselves. They should think of the families and friends of those who died in the tragedy and make a film which they would be proud of, without all the hype behind it and such extensive merchandising techniques. (Jemma, introspection)

Interestingly, Cameron’s hugely successful film is often described in contradictory terms (A. Keller 1999; Lubin 1999). It is variously portrayed as an auteur blockbuster, as a romantic disaster movie, as a cinematic rotten tomato that’s so bad it’s good, as a love to hate combination of old-style movie-making with cutting-edge special effects, as a folly certain to founder on release but which floated instead to the top of the box office, where it docked and dropped anchor, as a movie-theater experience that takes longer to sit through (194 minutes) than the actual sinking of the actual ship (160 minutes)! Cameron’s Titanic is contradictory in another sense too, insofar as it represents the usurpation of reality by the fake (Baudrillard 2002). Granted, the realities of the sinking have always been moot—imaginative mythologizing was evident from the very outset, when hard facts about the catastrophe were unavailable—but that is even more apparent today, after a century of speculation, investigation, and representation (Heyer 2012). For the vast majority of our informants, Titanic means the movie, not the historical event. Their interest in the latter is a consequence of the former. Their understandings are cinematically shaped:

Moderator: Are you familiar with the Titanic?

Group: The movie? Ah, okay. You mean the boat that sank? The movie?

Moderator: Titanic for you is the movie?

Group: Yes, it means Leo DiCaprio . . . (laughs). (French focus group)

Cameron’s movie, in a nutshell, has become the baseline for the brand. Nowhere was this better illustrated than by the sinking of Italian cruise liner Costa Concordia in January 2012. Many media reports drew unprompted parallels with the Titanic—Cameron’s Titanic—in their accounts of the tragedy, as did the passengers themselves (Hooper and McVeigh 2012). Certain online cynics even suggested that it was a tasteless public relations gimmick to draw attention to the centennial of the sinking:

It beggars belief that such a tragedy should occur 100 years—minus a few months since the horrific 1912 tragedy
of the April 14 sinking of the Titanic. Could have been a stunt to commemorate the tragedy if it wasn’t so real. (John Hynds, netnography)

Unseemly as this seems, the ultimate paradox perhaps is that when Cameron’s blockbuster was rereleased in 3D, to coincide with the centenary of the sinking, many teenage cinema-goers were unaware that the movie was based on a historical event (Daily Mail 2012). Given, though, that no one truly knows what transpired on Titanic that night, despite a century of supposition (Ward 2012), they are virtually right. As Mitchell (2004, 408) observes about Titanic in his award-winning novel Cloud Atlas, “The actual past is brittle, ever-dimming and ever more problematic to access and reconstitute: in contrast, the virtual past is malleable, ever-brightening and ever more difficult to circumvent/expose as fraudulent.”

Cumulation

Important as confusion and contradiction are to Empson’s (1930) typology of ambiguity, his capstone category is cumulation. Citing Gerard Manley Hopkins’s Windhover with particular approval, he lauds the poet’s unusually rich and resonant literary allusions which contained layer after layer after layer of meaning, not unlike the Russian doll model of narration identified in American Girl (Diamond et al. 2009). The Titanic too is a meanings magnet. Yarns and fables and legends and superstitions have accumulated around the brand like barnacles (Foster 1997). Innumerable movies, musicals, miniseries, documentaries, poems, plays, operas, murals, periodicals, pop songs, museum displays, photographic exhibitions, heritage centers, computer games, light shows and so on, have been conceived or created or curated or composed (Foster 2002). The artwork alone is vast, especially online. There are websites and appreciation societies beyond number. The first film was made less than a month after the sinking and starred one of the survivors. More than 100 Titanic-themed Tin Pan Alley songs were copyrighted in 1912 alone. Over 2,000 books have been published about the steamship, everything from the story of the iceberg to studies of passengers’ companion animals (Davenport-Hines 2012). There’s a vampire novel set on the rescue ship Carpathia (Forbeck 2012); there’s a Sherlock Holmes sequel, where the great detective grapples with Moriarty’s vengeful brother on the boat deck (Seil 1996); there’s a teenage mutant horror story that treats Titanic as a twenty-first-century plague ship (Bateman 2007); there are all sorts of heartbreaking romances, heart-stopping thrillers, and heart-felt family sagas, such as Danielle Steel’s (1991) No Greater Love and Louise Patten’s (2010) Good as Gold, that use Titanic as a colorful backdrop and its sinking as crude but effective plot device. There are works of hard-core pornography set on the throbbing, pounding, heaving steamship (McCaughan 1998). There is a strangely affecting short story, based on a tabloid headline in the National Enquirer, about the ghost of a Titanic victim trapped for eternity in a waterbed (Butler 1997). There is an equally spooky police procedural that passes caustic comment on Belfast city’s commercialization of the catastrophe:

“Look at that,” McKenna said, indicating the stretch of land around the cranes. “They’re calling it the Titanic Quarter now. Can you believe that?”

Fegan didn’t answer.

“There’s a fortune being made out of that land. It’s good times, Gerry. The contracts, the grants, all that property they’re building, and everybody’d got their hand out. But, Jesus, they’re naming it after a fucking boat that sank first time it hit the water. Isn’t that a laugh? This city gave the world the biggest disaster ever to sail the sea and we’re proud of it. Only in Belfast, eh?” (Neville 2010, 20)

And the accumulation doesn’t end there. As Ward’s (2012) Rough Guide reveals, the calamity is a crucible of conspiracy theories and tall tales. The former range from the aforementioned claim that the sinking was a nefarious insurance scam by Bruce Ismay, which went disarmingly wrong, through the unfounded rumor that Titanic was cursed by an Ancient Egyptian mummy in the cargo hold, to the crazy contention that the accident was a Dan Brown–style Jesuit conspiracy led by Father Browne (of Titanic photographs fame). The latter comprise exaggerated narratives, tales as tall as the Titanic itself (Lord 1986). These include everything from the seemingly fanciful story that Harvard undergraduates are required to take a swimming test as stipulated in the will of Eleanor Widener (the survivor who endowed the eponymous library in memory of her biblio- phile son, Harry) to the rather more remunerative theory that the Titanic contained a vast treasure trove of gold bullion, silver ingots, precious jewels, and so forth (or, conversely, was ridiculously transporting a consignment of domestic refrigerators and industrial ice-making machines).

Furthermore, all sorts of eerie premonitions have been reported, albeit some are more believable than others. At one end of the fidelity spectrum is the far-fetched claim that the ship’s cat and its kittens perspicaciously disembarked at Southampton (Titanic-Titanic 2000). Somewhere in the middle is the unproven assertion that 55 prebooked passengers had bad feelings about the voyage and cancelled their journeys (Behe 1988). The opposite end is occupied by the incontrovertible fact that Morgan Robertson’s 1898 novella Futility tells the tale of a brand-new luxury liner that collides with an iceberg in the North Atlantic en route to New York and sinks with huge loss of life due to a shortage of lifeboats. Fourteen years before the event, Robertson named his fictional steamship Titan (Lord 1955).

Such omens and presentiments are readily dismissed, but the spookiness of the ship is undeniable. Several scientists who have visited the sunken vessel and encountered the so-called ghosts of the abyss (Cameron 2003) report strange, spine-chilling, hair-raising, goose-pimpled sensations (Pellegrino 2012). As indeed do some of our informants:

To think that the remains lay at the bottom of the ocean undisturbed for so long, it’s actually quite spine tingling. Seeing footage of it through the diver’s cameras, it’s hard to
believe that people were once on board the ship. Seeing bits and pieces still intact, people’s possessions lying still is incredible too. It’s very eerie looking at the ship under the water, as if it’s a ghost ship with many watery souls still on board. (Nicola, introspection)

So weird and wonderful are the “cultural effusions” (Barczewski 2004, xiv) surrounding Titanic that it is difficult to know where the truth stops and fiction starts. In interpretive terms, it is not dissimilar to Geertz’s (1973, 29) adroit anthropological anecdote about “turtles all the way down,” though in Titanic’s case it’s a bottomless crevasse of myth-information beneath a fragile ice-bridge of truth (Biel 2012). Thus the legendary conman Titanic Thompson was supposed to have been on board (hence the nickname) but wasn’t. The legendary African American boxer, Jack John-
son, was allegedly denied passage by a racist booking agent (who said, “we ain’t haulin’ no coal”) but wasn’t. The legendary psychic W. T. Stead predicted the disaster in several short stories (one of which described an encounter between the real life Captain Smith and an iceberg), yet he boarded Titanic anyway and failed to survive its sinking. The legen-
dary fictional character Jack Dawson was a figment of James Cameron’s imagination, but the grave of a near name-
sake in Halifax’s Fairview Lawn cemetery is visited by fans of the blockbuster movie, many of whom leave tokens of undying affection (Nash and Lahti 1999).

The Titanic, it appears, is capable of accommodating every first-class fable, second-class yarn, and third-class shaggy dog story that chooses to clamber on board. It also serves as a storytelling crucible for consumers (Shankar, Elliott, and Goulding 2001). A number of our informants’ unprompted responses to Titanic comprised adaptations of the tragic archetyp (Stern 1995) to their personal circumstances. Some refer to the terrible loss of life that night and relate it to sudden deaths of their loved ones though accident or disease. Some interpret Titanic in professional terms, as an emblem of their ambitions, aspirations, and dashed hopes in unsuc-
sessful attempts to forge careers, build businesses, or attain educational qualifications. Some treat the steamship’s story in a “precedent and template” (Bergfelder and Street 2004, 1) for analogous human calamities like 9/11, Hurricane Ka-
trina, the Indonesian tsunami, the Fukushima earthquake, or the oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico. Some turn the tragedy on its head, arguing that Titanic is ultimately inspirational, a necessary reminder to live every day to the full, to make the most of the moment, to count one’s many and varied blessings because death and disaster might be lurking right around the corner.

The Titanic was always referred to as the Ship of Dreams, and it is clear it meant different things to different people, and like those people I myself have my own dreams and I hope that I will get everything I want in life no matter how many icebergs there are in the way. It makes me realize that no dream is too small or impossible if you really want it, but there will be times when it will be more difficult than others or seem impossible but you can make it. (Wayne, introspec-
tion)

Such consumer interpretations indicate that Titanic is more than a ship that sank or a terrible tragedy. It is an abiding symbol, an encapsulation of the human condition, a morality tale that calls down the ages (Luedicke et al. 2010). More prosaically, it is a story-stoked brand that, ac-

cording to one public relations consultant, is the narrative equivalent of a perpetual motion machine:

The stories are unending. We have a master plan for the next 3 years, based on brainstorming sessions. But they are self-perpetuating. We have human interest stories, engineering stories, cultural stories, design stories, architectural stories, historical stories, inspirational stories, offbeat stories, quirky things. The stories themselves generate stories, because we get local coverage of the international coverage in Fodor, National Geographic, The Economist, and around the United States generally. There’s always something. Always new angles. We’re holding stuff back we have so much. It’s nonstop. (PR consultant, interview)

**BUILT BY THE IRISH, SUNK BY THE ENGLISH?**

In addition to outlining the various forms of ambiguity, Empson (1930) makes clear in his concluding chapter that context is crucial. Ambiguity “must in each case arise from, and be justified by, the peculiar requirements of the situation” (Empson 1930, 235). He likewise notes that ambiguity is metamorphic, inasmuch as meanings change through time. A term that appears ambiguous to latter-day readers may have been wholly unambiguous in days of yore. What’s more, the ambiguities of particularly resonant expressions —those that generate multiple interpretations—tend to be released slowly, as readers ruminate on and revisit the works in question. The richer the work, the longer this takes.

If not quite the gift that keeps on giving, ambiguity is affected by situational issues and secular trends, as are the myths where ambiguity abides (Cohen 1969). These “geo-
temporal” considerations (McAlexander et al. 2002, 41) are powerfully apparent in Titanic’s cultural complex. From the very outset, the myths and legends surrounding the unsink-
able ship have been inflected by nationalist and civic sensibilities (Howells 2012). The interpretation of the accident, for instance, was very different on either side of the Atlantic (Wade 1986). For the British, it was a manifestation of ad-
mirable sang froid in the face of catastrophe—no panic, dutiful crew, politeness prevailed, orderly queues at the life-
boats. In North America, the entire episode was seen as a shambolic example of English ineptitude, inefficiency, am-
ateurism, arrogance (Biel 2012).

These contrasts, Howells (2012) contends, cannot be di-

vorced from real-politic in general and the respective stand-
ing of the great powers in particular: America emerging as an imperial colossus, Britain on the slippery slope of incip-
ient decline. However, they show how the exact same event
can have different meanings in different places and for different groups of people (Holt 1995; Mick and Buhl 1992; Puntoni et al. 2010). German interpretations of the Titanic tragedy are very different again, not least as a source of wartime propaganda (King 2004), as indeed are Scandinavian interpretations (Björkfrös 2004), as are those of the Irish. For Hill (2004), Titanic symbolizes the sociocultural schism that has obtained on the island of Ireland in the century since the sinking. The Titanic was built in Belfast, an industrial enclave of a predominantly agricultural island, by thousands of Irish workmen most of whom were devout Protestants and Unionists. That is, British in outlook and allegiance. If not quite a Protestant ship for Protestant people, Titanic was British to the last bolt and rivet (Foster 1997). The shipyard’s employees were exclusively drawn from a single, bitterly sectarian, section of Irish society, even though Catholics comprised 25% of the local population. The ship was built, what’s more, at the height of Ireland’s home rule campaign, which agitated for a modicum of independence from British dominion. This prospect filled Ulster Protestants with dread, since they’d be a tiny minority huddled in one corner of a predominantly Catholic island.

Thus the success of Belfast’s shipyard—the biggest and best in the world—denoted continuing Protestant ascendency, as did its pride and joy, the most titanic steamship ever built. Accordingly, the catastrophic failure of its single greatest achievement was a devastating blow to Protestant pride (Foster 2002). It was a blow that was reinforced by Irish partition in 1922, when the six northern counties clung on to British citizenship, like beggars at a feast. Further humiliation was heaped on the hubristic city by drastic, Detroit-style industrial decline and a low-level civil war that blighted the final 3 decades of the twentieth century (Neill 2001). The urban rot was only stopped in the aftermath of the Good Friday Agreement of 1998, when the city finally awoke from its sectarian slumbers (Neill 2010).

For most of this period, Titanic was a taboo word (Hill 2004). Harland & Wolff actively opposed any discussions of the disaster, even refusing to accommodate the (Northern Irish) producer of the 1958 movie A Night to Remember, despite his family connections to the firm (MacQuitty 2000). For Foster (1997, 76), Titanic symbolized nothing less than the “thwarted nationhood” of Ulster Protestants: “At the level of community dreamwork, the founding of the ship and the founding of Northern Ireland were intertwined; the ship became Northern Ireland . . . but it was always in danger of being sunk by the chillingly impersonal iceberg dynamics of Irish nationalism.”

Symbolic ship of state, or not, the simple fact is that Titanic was denied for decades. Meanwhile, the world woke up to its enduring appeal. The remarkable photographs of Titanic was denied for decades. Meanwhile, the world woke up to its enduring appeal. The remarkable photographs of Titanic were stripped of its bigotry and repainted in Catholic colors (catholic with a small “c,” that is, open to all consumers and cultures regardless of religious denomination or political affiliation). The only barrier to entry is an ability to pay at the ticket booth:

The Signature Building has many parallels with Belfast itself. Just as Titanic was at the cutting edge of technology and innovation in the nineteen hundreds, the same is true today in the new Belfast, the renaissance city, which is at the fore-
front of so many things—aerospace, wind turbines, robotic technology, culturally too. It’s an inspirational message that’s reflected in the Signature Building, which has the latest design technology and is at the leading edge of visitor experience. (Project manager, interview)

More than that, though, the Titanic has been recoded as Irish. In its day, when Britannia ruled the waves, Titanic was regarded as the epitome of Britishness, not only by the Ulstermen who built it but also in the rest of Ireland, where the sinking was seen as God’s punishment for Protestant pride and Britain’s perfidy. It remained so for decades thereafter. Despite the unfortunate fact that a large proportion of steerage passengers were Irish emigrants, no memorial to the country’s Titanic victims was erected in Eire until 1998.

According to Hill (2004), this remarkable turnaround was triggered by Cameron’s blockbuster movie, which portrayed the steamship in an ethereal Celtic light. Everything from the Enya-inspired soundtrack, through the wild Irish jiggling below deck, to one character’s claim that “fifteen thousand Irish hands built this ship,” illustrates Cameron’s Hibernian refit of the craft, as did his representation of the Anglo-Irish hands built this ship,” illustrates Cameron’s Hibernian first-class cadre as the bad guys. Painting Titanic green in this way would have caused a riot in the north of Ireland for most of the twentieth century. However, it had the miraculous effect of making the tainted ship acceptable to the Catholic community and indeed Ireland as a whole. Cameron’s portrayal of Irishness may have been grotesquely to the Catholic community and indeed Ireland as a whole. Cameron’s portrayal of Irishness may have been grotesquely—stereotypical—an on-screen theme pub with added special effects—but it resonated with a war-weary society in the north and an emergent Celtic Tiger in the south. It thus set the scene and paved the way for today’s money-spinning Titanic attractions.

The Titanic’s loss, in effect, has been Belfast’s gain (Barczewski 2004). And while the old tensions that the ship represents still remain, they’ll be conveniently ignored while the cash registers are ringing and tourist dollars fill the former graving docks. This isn’t so much a process of brand cocreation as a coconspiracy of consumer silence. Publicly, no one wants to rock the boat. Show me the money is the sense of specificity—she had something for everyone (Scott 2005)—so too Titanic’s status as the archetypal disaster is due to its amorphousness.

On the surface, then, Titanic has evolved though a three-stage process of countermemory making. It was neglected, then accepted, then idealized thereafter. Arguably it has come full circle, from silence to silence. However, the silence of shame amid the tumult of bigotry has been replaced by the silence of selfishness against a background of branding. Cash flows rather than ice floes top today’s Titanic agenda. In Belfast at least, the myths, the meanings, the contradictions, the confusions, have metamorphosed into money-making marketing opportunities (Bryan 2012).

**TITANIC REFLECTIONS AND RESEARCH DIRECTIONS**

The above account of Titanic’s rebranding parallels Thompson and Tian’s (2008) myth-shaped study of the New South. In addition to the Celtic connection, the neoromantic archetype of hubris and nemesis is shared by both, as is the attempted creation of countermemories that are modern, meaningful, and money-minded. Our maritime myth-mash is more than a distant echo of Appalachia, though. Titanic mirrors many of the published articles on consumer mythology. All four of Kozinets’s (2008) ideological technonarratives are evident in the Titanic complex, for instance. All four of Barbara Stern’s (1995) archetypal mythoi are apparent, tragedy above all. When Muñiz and Schau (2005) attribute the Apple Newton’s consumer appeal to its untimely demise, they could be writing about Titanic, which was cancelled in such a cruel and capricious fashion. The myth of the titan Prometheus, unearthed by Kozinets (2002) at Burning Man, is integral to Titanic’s gigantic cultural complex, which has likewise evolved in line with Holt and Cameron’s (2010) contention that iconic brands are established (and reestablished) at moments of societal rupture and ideological opportunity (Biel 2012; Howells 2012).

Titanic’s myth-freighted cargo is second to none, and its ambiguity, when unpacked, reveals archetypal, remedial, spiritual, and geotemporal aspects. It is tempting, therefore, to infer that the legendary liner is a kind of master-myth, a mega-myth on a par with the deep metaphors and prototypes that underpin consumer discourse (Veryzer and Hutchinson 1998; Zaltman 2003). Attractive though it is, this idea of an über-myth is regrettably reductive, a new twist on Joseph Campbell’s (1968) monomyth or Lévi-Strauss’s structuralism (1963) or the one-brand-one-myth mentality that prevails among management consultants (Atkin 2004; Hanlon 2006; Kuenstler 2012). Our research suggests that Titanic’s explanatory ability—the insight it provides into particularly resonant brands—lies not in monolithic monumentalism but in multifariousness, in nebulousness, in confusing, contradictory, cumulative ambiguity. Just as the mystique of the contemporaneous Gibson Girl was attributable to her absence of specificity—she had something for everyone (Scott 2005)—so too Titanic’s status as the archetypal disaster is due to its amorphousness.

RMS Titanic, to put it another way, is what movie director J. J. Abrams calls a “mystery box,” a container of infinite possibilities that continues to fascinate because it remains unopened (Rose 2011). Akin to Bigfoot, Mothman, the Ma- rie Celeste, the Loch Ness monster, and the secret formulas that augment the allure of certain FMCGs, Titanic falls into the unsolved mystery category and is perpetuated thereby. Alongside Godzilla, Frankenstein, Dracula, and Jack the Ripper, Titanic is undead and undying.

Death, indeed, is a crucial issue here. Most extant studies of consumer mythology focus on life choices, how individuals mix and match and adapt and absorb the available repertoire of cultural myths to their own circumstances, their
sense of self, their personal identity projects (Diamond et al. 2009; Holt 2002; Holt and Thompson 2004; Thompson 2004). Titanic, by contrast, forces consumers to think about mortality. It is thanatic as well as iconic. According to Turley (2005), paraphrasing Bauman (1992), death is the wellspring of all cultural activity and contemporary consumer behavior (Baudrillard 1993). In a secular society, consumers banish morbid thoughts of their inevitable demise—what Bonsu and Belk (2003) term “terror management”—with compensatory consumption (Mandell and Smetsmeers 2008; Rindfleisch, Burroughs, and Wong 2009). However, consumers of Titanic cannot avoid wondering what they would do in the same terrible circumstances. Would we face death bravely? Would we step aside for the weak and infirm? Would we leap like Bruce Ismay into the final lifeboat, leaving our dignity behind? Or would we, as many apparently did according to eyewitnesses, declare undying love to family and friends before facing the freezing waters? The same awful imponderables arise at Niagara Falls (Stemberg 1999), Waterloo battlefield (Seaton 1999), the Body Worlds exhibition (Goulding et al. 2013), and abandoned penal colonies like Norfolk Island (Best 2007). They are compounded by mass media representations, which daily replenish the “capital of fear” for consumers (Bauman 2007, 12) and attain their media representations, which daily replenish the “capital of fear” for consumers (Bauman 2007, 12) and attain their awful acme in media-magnified monstrocities like 9/11 (Sturken 2008) or, in an era when wireless was a wonder of the world, the Titanic atrocity:

Survivors even reported a reference to the Titanic in the midst of the chaotic attempts to evacuate the south tower of the World Trade Center. On the seventy-eighth floor, soon to be directly hit by the second plane, a man supposedly blocked two women who were trying to squeeze past him into an elevator and said, “This isn’t the Titanic ladies. It’s not women and children first.” (Biel 2012, 233)

Titanic, Biel (2012) observes, is a metaphor for mortality. In the same way that death is often described as a journey (Fiedler 1967)—a journey where some remain suspended in ambiguous limbo (Pardo 1989)—Titanic’s uncompleted voyage encapsulates both the imponderables of the afterlife and the uncertainties of those left behind (especially in the “if only” aftermath of premature deaths due to disease, disaster, or indeed drowning). As Ward (2012, vi) puts it in his poetic reflections on people’s fascination with the sinking, “Having vanished below the horizon west of Ireland, the Titanic never reappeared. Instead, unseen in the witching hour of a moonless night, for the eternity between the collision and the final plunge, her passengers and crew found themselves poised between life and death.”

A distillation of death, the unsinkable ship’s extended afterlife in cultural memory is not unlike those of Elvis Presley, Marilyn Monroe, Jimi Hendrix, James Dean, Kurt Cobain, Amy Winehouse, and Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart (to say nothing of their fictional equivalents—Little Nell, Anna Karenina, Romeo, Juliet, Jay Gatsby, Jack Dawson, and so on). Titanic lived fast, died young, and attained secular immortality as a consequence (Hirschman 1990). It likewise provides a rhetorical vehicle, similar to vampirism in contemporary teen culture (Butler 2013), that “gives us a way of talking about our fears without talking about our fears” (Haig 2013, 12). It triggers the imagination and tugs at the heartstrings of “thanatourists” (Seaton 1999), both those with a direct connection to Titanic and others who primarily experience it as entertainment. Myth, Barthes (1973, 144) cryptically remarks, “is a language which does not want to die: it wrests from the meanings which give it its sustenance an insidious, degraded survival, it provokes in them an artificial reprieve in which it settles comfortably, it turns them into speaking corpses.”

At the same time, Titanic isn’t all doom and gloom. Just as the sinking bestowed benefits on many participants, so too consumer research can take succor from the unsinkable brand. Ambiguity, as noted earlier, is generally regarded as something best avoided. The conventional brand management literature emphasizes the perils of opacity and the necessity for clarity (Bengtsson and Ostberg 2006). However, the consumer-captivating allure of ambiguity is increasingly being recognized by advertising researchers, even in situations where informants don’t understand the ad (Dimofte and Yalch 2007). The inherent ambiguity of the fashion industry helps consumers cope with the opaque sartorial demands of today’s smart-casual morass (Kaiser and Ketchum 2005). The ambiguity of online dating profiles attracts potential partners until interpersonal encounters ruin their romantic illusions (Norton, Frost, and Ariely 2007). Ambiguity is employed in upscale retail stores, where savvy sales associates shape the beliefs, behaviors, and brand choices of consumers as the transaction unfolds (Johnston and Sandberg 2008). Ambiguity is beneficial for transnational advertising agencies (Kates and Goh 2003) and adolescents engaging in acts of interpersonal one-upmanship (Ritson and Elliott 1999). Ambiguity is the essence of Hello Kitty’s worldwide appeal, because the character’s “cryptic simplicity,” her blank facade, is infinitely interpretable (Walker 2008, 18). Ambiguity, furthermore, is a fertile frontier for Consumer Culture Theory in general and literary theory in particular. The latter has fallen into abeyance since the passing of its foremost exponent, Barbara B. Stern. As she observed in her inaugural article on literary criticism (Stern 1989), it leaves conventional approaches to consumer research and provides a rich resource for researchers going forward. Literary criticism facilitates better understanding of consumer myth-making and the multiple mythemes that meld in immemorial brands, occasions, experiences, and behaviors (Stern 1995).

It is insufficient, nevertheless, to note that ambiguity is ubiquitous or plays a part in consumer behavior, managerial decision making, and researchers’ paradigmatic preferences. Ambiguity is not simply a variable, which is absent or present, strong or weak, high or low, as many quantitative consumer researchers presume. Ambiguity is variegated. There are several forms of ambiguity, three of which we have considered in relation to Titanic. Confusion, contradiction, and cumulative, we maintain, increase consumers’ fascination with
the myth-imbed liner. Although the resolution of ambiguity is enormously pleasurable, as studies of advertising rhetoric have shown (McQuarrie and Mick 1992, 1996, 1999), once the puzzle is solved its consumer appeal soon diminishes. When the puzzle can’t be solved, or there is no definitive answer, consumer intrigue endures and myth comes into its own. The unfathomable imponderables of Titanic, Heyer (2012, xi) acknowledges, “has given her story a mythic status comparable to what we find with great works of literature, from the Bible to Shakespeare. At the time she was built Titanic was said to be ‘unsinkable.’ Had someone said this of her legacy, the truth of it would have been borne out a century later.”

But what of the future? Titanic will doubtless steam on in cultural memory like a latter-day Atlantis (Pellegrino 1990), rising and falling with consumer sentiment and the zeitgeist. The implications for consumer research are more immediate. The benefits of ambiguity need to be more widely recognized than they are at present, since an element of antipathy still prevails (Aaker and Joachimsthaler 2009). Drawing researchers’ attention to the advantages of ambiguity, as well as its continuing role in artistic and mythological expression (Rothenberg 2011) can only help in this regard. The seven types of ambiguity, as originally outlined by Empson (1930), are likewise ripe for future disambiguation and explanation. These explanations, moreover, are best pursued in a variety of domains and contexts. Iconic brands, by their very nature, are exceptions to the rule and the Titanic, as a thanatic icon, may be more atypical than most. The ambiguities that inhere in upmarket, downmarket, and midmarket brands, that are found across the spectrum of sectors from hi-tech to heritage, and that are evident in contrasting cultural, political, economic, and social circumstances, are worth exploring in detail, either in a myth-informed, Empson-enriched manner or by more conventional means.

Ambiguity, admittedly, isn’t the be-all and end-all of branding, iconic or otherwise. To the contrary, it is evident that ambiguity draws some people on some occasions and deters them on others (Wilkinson 2006). Not all ambiguity is good ambiguity, because it can be used by unscrupulous marketers to bamboozle or mislead (Urbany 2013). Although Empson’s taxonomy indicates that ambiguity is a multifaceted phenomenon, more research is needed on when and where it works and which aspects of ambiguity work better than others. Resonant, myth-wrapped brands are especially amenable to ambiguity, as Titanic amply demonstrates, but iconic brands are few in number. There is an ocean full of brands, some sinking, some swimming, which need to be rescued by consumer research. Whether the conventional “iceberg” model of branding is best suited to that task is another matter (de Chernatony 2010). Empsonian literary analysis, nevertheless, reveals that ambiguity helps explain why certain consumer myths resonate, helps unpack the appeal of iconic brands like Titanic, and helps fly the flag for cultural consumer research more generally.

CONCLUSION

In Ways of Seeing, his seminal study of Western art, John Berger (1972) notes that until the modern era, mythological paintings of gods, heroes, and legends of antiquity were very highly prized—far more so, in fact, than still-lifes, landscapes, or portraits. Nowadays, he continues, mythologically themed pictures strike us as vague and empty. But not because art lovers are less myth-minded than before. They appear vacuous because the paintings really are vague and empty. They were ambiguous by design, painted in a way that permitted viewers to project themselves into the scene—the depicted situation—and thereby take instruction on how to behave at heightened moments of life, such as heroic action, grand passion, courageous death.

Myths are ambiguous. They are “portals to both the unconscious and the transcendent” (Sherry and Schouten 2002, 230). They shape the lives of millions of people and comprise a key component of Consumer Culture Theory. This article considered the corpus of consumer myth-lit, focusing on its ambiguous underbelly. It extracted a typology of ambiguity from Empson’s unruly literary theory, applied that typology to an iconic, myth-rich exemplar, indicated how ambiguous myths are meaningful for consumers, and recounted the remarkable story of an unsinkable brand, RMS Titanic.
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